Introduction
In the face of rapidly changing products and user needs, a familiar problem to large computing facilities today is deciding what services to offer, and how to offer them. Dropping hardware costs, increasing need for interactive computing (including text processing, graphics, and data management systems), and fis- when there are organization-wide budget cuts. Whether the institution experiences dollar cuts, or inflation shrinks an unchanged budget, the central computing facility will be given less money to replace and supplement obsolescent equipment.
Moreover, since computing spending comes from discretionary funds in most cases, many departments will instruct their computer users to cut back or find cheaper ways to compute. If the central computing facility provides computing on a recharge basis, users will either seek free computing at other institutions (those that subsidize computing), or try to use the cheapest computer time available at the central facility. They will also avoid using those services that cost extra.
Another big problem is that individual departments are purchasing their own small computers to handle their needs. It seems easy, at the initial stages of computer acquisition, to manage perfectly well without computer professionals. Lured by dropping hardware costs and the availability of "off-the-shelf" software, and frustrated by inadequate and expensive access to the kinds of services they need, many departments find purchasing their own computers to be a viable solution. And, in the short term, perhaps it is.
In the long run, however, the organization finds itself with a conglomeration of unrelated systems and each department competing for the organization's attention to its individual 287 needs. Already weakened and demoralized by these competitive facilities springing up within the organization, the central computing facility finds itself unable to sustain its budget. Perhaps most importantly, the users find themselves without many valuable services that only a central facility can provide--for example, consulting services, COM (computer output on microfiche) access, mass storage and printing devices, and communication aids such as a low-speed switch for terminal access to more than one computer. So, purchasing their own machines almost invariably backfires eventually for individual departments.
Not only are computer users finding that they need more and more kinds of computing facilities and features, but more kinds of personnel are using computers. At the same time, there is often no growth in computer professional staff to accommodate the new users; in some cases, computer personnel is even reduced due to lack of funds. The clerical work force, for example, has begun to use text and word processing facilities heavily, often on machines their individual department has purchased; but they could greatly benefit from some of the expertise and computing features that only a large central facility can offer.
While users are seeking lower rates, the central facility must maintain or even increase its rates, in order to compensate for the lack of income generated by normal use. It must somehow support increasing personnel costs and attempt to replace obso-288 lescent equipment--the very equipment that is not keeping up with users' needs. Of course, the central facility can never compete with those organizations that offer free (subsidized) computing.
In this viciously circular situation, the organization as a whole must make a cohesive plan that includes a commitment to the long-term value of computing, and must stand behind its computer professionals, who will be providing the necessary services.
Our Computer Center at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has experienced some of these problems; later, I shall discuss the solutions we have found with which to address them. About a year and a half ago, our Computer Center began to change. What had previously been a centralized, locally developed batch system was evolving into a local network that connects various specialized computing functions together and provides much more interactive access than was previously available here.
In order to implement this plan we reorganized our computer personnel. We put most of the computer professionals in the department together into one group called Software Support and Development. It includes both systems programmers and user services personnel. As the various projects in the large scheme of a local network grew, the group evolved into project management teams. Each significant project now has at least one systems programmer, one user support person, and one project leader.
Some projects are fairly long-term, while others are In order to benefit from changing roles within the Center,
Computer Center management made a commitment to formal technical training programs, whose cost is high but whose benefits far outweigh the price. Using operations personnel in software and user support areas when the jobs they were originally hired for no longer exist is but one example of this philosophy. All changes, both in personnel activities and in the kind and number of systems offered, require such a commitment from management to invest in the future skills of the staff.
Even management style has changed at our computing facility.
The traditional, hierarchical system has evolved into a system more like a matrix, which we feel is more suited to the diversity of systems and features we offer. Because of increased openness about technical issues within the department, morale has improved.
Specifically, a technical departmental committee made up of both managers and technical staff provided a vehicle for promoting trust and confidence between management and staff. This committee met weekly and gave advice and input to the Computer Center director. There could be more such groups in the future.
Another kind of solution, one we have been fortunate enough to be able to implement, is offering our users access to computing resources outside our realm. We have embarked on this ven- (2) UNIX is a registered trademark of the Western Electric Co.
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Another possibility in this spirit would be to form "local users' groups" to interface with specific vendors. These groups would be Laboratory-wide and would meet regularly. For example, VAX users could provide ample support to each other in terms of what documentation and applications are most useful.
In conclusion, as well as developing their own applications, users should rely on each other for many services previously provided by the central computing facility. As the central facility continues to offer a wide range of hardware and systems, as well as specialties such as graphics and database management systems, the number of computer staff members per machine and per user will decline.
As McCracken would encourage, the central computing facility can still serve a vital function in these groups by providing the appropriate tools and whatever expertise it can contribute.
Nonetheless, as more diversified computing resources are offered, it is inevitable that the amount of service that the central computing facility can provide to the users will be proportionally smaller than it was in the past. And although communication with users is becoming a vital part of their job, computer personnel must also spend their time learning new skills and updating their technical expertise.
More than ever before, it is essential for anyone dealing with computers to adjust to a changing medium. High-level manag-299 ers must make a commitment to the value of computing and to the long-term computing goals of the organization. Middle managers,
i.e., managers of the central computing facility, must bridge numerous gaps: they must educate the high-level managers and must guide their staff in providing the users with the tools they need. Systems programmers, consultants, and operations personnel must learn new material and interact with the users more than ever before. And users must educate themselves as to what they can expect from the central facility and how they can make the best use of, and contribution to, the services available to them. In short, every computer user, programmer, operator, and manager must be open to the role changes that the rapidly evolving computing environment demands.
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